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The Dalí is the leader in the growing 
cultural arts revolution in Pinellas County.
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Most visited single-artist museum in America

Together with beaches, a prominent area destination

The preeminent collection of Salvador Dalí’s art

Education leader with world-renowned scholarship

Pioneer of innovation through award-winning experiences

A place to build empathy

who we are



440K+
Annual Museum visitors 

pre-pandemic

a global destination
The Dalí provides a unique and 

inspiring cultural experience that 
attracts, engages and educates visitors 

from around the world. 
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5M+
Page views annually

on TheDali.org

500K+

320K+
Annual Museum visitors 

post-pandemic

Global social 
media audience



25%
Florida

15%
Int‘l

Average over 10 years

35%
U.S.
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25%
Out-of-area visitors

attracting a global audience

Canada
Brazil
Germany
UK
France

First and only museum in the 
Southeastern United States 

to be recognized internationally 
by the Michelin Guide with the 

highest, three-star rating

New York 
Illinois
Georgia
Maryland
Pennsylvania

Miami
Orlando
Sarasota
Fort Lauderdale
Bradenton

75%
Local visitors

Hillsborough CountyPinellas County
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$106 million overall 
economic impact

Prompts $53 million in
direct spending

Visitors spend
3.2 nights in the area

contributions to
pinellas county

$100 -
160M

Since 2011

$3B

Annually

$1.2B

Estimated 
through 2034



6M impressions globally over the past 8 years
international exposure through exhibition loans
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The Louvre
Paris, France

Munch Museet
Oslo, Norway

Dongdaemun Design Plaza 
Seoul, South Korea

Grimaldi Forum
Monaco

Royal Academy of Arts
London, England 

Van Gogh Museum
Amsterdam, Netherlands 

Arp Museum
Rolandseck, Germany

Banco de Brasil & Instituto Tomie
Ohtake, Brazil

National Art Center & Kyoto 
Municipal Museum of Art
Tokyo, Japan

Museo di Arte Moderna e 
Contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto 
Rovereto, Italy

National Gallery of Victoria
Melbourne Australia



We need more space to ignite imagination 
for a new, expanded audience.
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An interactive 
digital 

display opens, 
Gala Contemplating 

You. Dreams of Dalí
VR experience 

is installed and 
wins Cannes 

Gold.

Visitors become 
part of Dalí’s art 

through 
interactive photo 

inversion 
technology.

Visual Magic,
an augmented 

reality 
experience 

opens.

the leader in museum
interactive art experiences
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Dalí Lives, an AI 
re-creation of the 

artist, greets 
visitors & 

explains his art.

2020

The Dali hosts Van 
Gogh Alive, with 
record-breaking 

demand.

2022

YOUR PORTRAIT 
transforms selfies 

into cubist 
works of art.

20192018 2019

2016

2014
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art + tech: proven popular appeal

of visitors during Van Gogh Alive attended 
specifically to see the immersive exhibit. 

of visitors said the Van Gogh Alive exhibit 
changed their perception of how to think about art. 

of Museum visitors are interested in seeing 
Salvador Dalí works in an immersive format.

of Millennials are interested in visiting a digital art exhibition 

94%

89%

82%

85%



interactive art galleries to spark 
creativity and imagination

education & conference space to promote 
innovation, learning & connection

Infinite experiences that 
attract, educate, engage & delight
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expansion vision
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element 2
element 1

Bird’s eye view

new museum spaces
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View from the east, Bayshore Blvd.
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View facing east

element 2

element 1



building expansion level 2

DIVISIBLE 
EXHIBITION SPACE

15,200 SF
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DIVISIBLE EXHIBITION 
GALLERIES

9,800 SF
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building expansion level 3



DIVISIBLE EXHIBITION 
GALLERIES

9,800 SF

HOUGH GALLERIES

JAMES  GALLERIES
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building expansion level 4



HOUGH GALLERIES

JAMES  GALLERIES
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building expansion level 4
cont...



ROOFTOP
RESTUARANT

KITCHEN
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building expansion level 5
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An expanded Dalí Museum 
drives incremental visitors to the area.



projected 10-year 
incremental impact of expansion
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~330K visitors
117K room nights
$106M economic impact

Current
452K visitors
160K room nights
$152M economic impact

Year 1
489K visitors
173K room nights
$177M economic impact

Year 5
517K visitors
183K room nights
$206M economic impact

Year 10

Total incremental impact 2025-2034:
1.7M room nights 

$1.8B economic impact
Nearly 5M visitors to the area



10-year economic impact
4.9M total attendees, 75% out-of-area

1.7M room nights 
$1.8B economic impact

Increased destination exposure
Enhances area’s cultural evolution 

Attracts broader audiences 
Optimizes destination marketing & PR opportunities

New conference space 
Draws meetings/conventions to the area

Access to world-renowned attraction
Space for up to 400 people, drawing hotel stays

Access to Innovation Labs’ creative thinking workshops for visiting groups/businesses
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the new expanded dalí museum 
benefits to the county



2019 2020 2022 2023-25

Increased materials 
& labor costs

Estimated cost: 
$55M
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evolving design & costs

Original design
(including parking)

Estimated cost:
$35M

Updated designs 
eliminating parking and 

expanding program

Estimated cost:
$37M 

Cost inflation

Estimated Cost: 
$68M
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request for support

In 2019...
The TDC recommended and the County approved a 

$17.5M capital grant for The Dali’s expansion
Half of the estimated $35M cost at the time of application

Today...
We request $34M

Based on new estimated $68M cost
50% draw down through construction process
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Next steps to make this vision a reality...



path forward

1

2

3

4

25

2023

2022

2025

2023

A YES vote on the Nov City 
referendum ballot

Confirm TDC funding

Interactive dome opens

Grand opening of new building



thank you
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Appendix
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Visitor profile data by Destination Analysts, 2018-2022
Economic impact projections by Research Data Services, Inc., 2022

All calculations of the Dalí Museum's impact are "incremental" in that throughout all calculations they:
• do not include any impacts from Pinellas resident spending related to visiting the Museum,
• include ALL of the spending of those overnight commercial lodging visitors who come to the destination for the primary purpose of visiting the Dalí Museum,
• include the equivalent of one day of spending from overnight commercial lodging visitors for whom a visit to the Dalí Museum is not the primary purpose of their trip, but the attraction adds value to their experience,
• similarly include one day's spending for those overnight visitors staying in unpaid lodgings,
• include all of the spending of day-trip visitors who come from outside of Pinellas County, but do not spend the night in the destination, and visit the Museum on their trip.
The purpose behind these governing assumptions is to provide the best estimate of impacts GENERATED by the Museum, while excluding those impacts that the destination would have likely enjoyed had the Museum not been a part of the destination's inventory of amenities.

10 year incremental impact of expansion
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May City Council approve amendment of the 99-year lease 
of City-owned property used by The Dalí Museum to allow construction 

of a Museum expansion, subject to conditions in ordinance 512-H?

Such conditions address insurance, indemnity, and coordination; 
operation of the Mahaffey Theater and the Grand Prix; 

and future development of the surrounding Center for the Arts.

Such amendment would not extend the duration of the lease 
or require City funding for the expansion.

YES            NO

referendum 



The Dalí Museum’s 99-year 
renewable lease consists of:

Lot 1: 
Current building & garden

Lot 2: 
South Parking lot & lawn

Lot 3: 
Surface parking Lot

the dalí is a multigenerational, community asset

Red outline= leasehold
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element 1
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Bird’s eye view



Interim dome structure: 

On existing Museum property 
in the south part of the garden

2,400 sq. ft. of education & entertainment space
(~1/20th the size of permanent addition)

Targeted opening: Spring 2023 
(currently in permitting) 
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element 1



Permanent building addition: 

An extension of the current building to the west 
(dependent on the Nov referendum; 

requires lease amendment)

60,000 sq. ft. of education & entertainment space

Targeted opening: 2025 
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element 2
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